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This book is for anyone who ever bet on a horse race or wanted to. It is for the woulda, coulda,

shoulda in all of us. The author tells of gambling moments we all share: of the horse that couldn't

lose... but did. Of the horse that couldn't win... but did. Feldman picks winners daily in the Chicago

Sun-Times. In an all-new special section, you will find all the tips you need to help you win when you

wager from a master of handicapping.
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Dave Feldman's colorful career as a handicapper, writer, owner, and trainer in Chicago comes to life

in this fast reading book. The stories are interesting and provide insights as well for bettors. Dave's

experience in thoroughbred racing gives him the authority to provide the horse player with some

helpful tips on what to look for and to avoid at the track.

Dave Feldman was a famous columist for the Chicago Sun Times. here he takes through his life

around horses and tracks and the various people he met. always with a sense of humor and his

keen wit, this book reads fast and is funny. plus there some great horse betting tips . a racing fan

Must buy.

This book brought me back to my early years playing horses with all the real references of people

that graced the industry. It also reminded me of my years of owning racehorses which where

stabled at Aqueduct in the mid 80'.
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